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A session on "Colonowares" in the Carolina's will be held at the Southeastern Archaeological Conference, November 2-6, in Columbia, South Carolina. The exact date and time of the session has yet to be determined. For many years, historical archaeologists have struggled with questions and answers regarding the origins, production and meaning of low fired earthenwares referred to as Colonoware, Colono-Indian ware, and River Burnished or Catawba pottery. The papers in this session will explore old questions and recent research into these potteries. The session is being organized by Natalie Adams of New South Associates and Carl Steen of Diachronic Research Foundation. Presenters include Carl Steen, Chris Espenshade, Nicole Isenbarger, Ron Anthony, Matthew Tankersley, Linda Carnes-McNaughton, Tom Beaman, Brett Riggs, Steve Davis, and Mark Plane. At the end of the session there will be a show and tell discussion moderated by Natalie Adams. Tables will be provided where participants and audience members can lay out some of their best and most unusual examples.